
The Sunbeam A ne u)as nicel
neuer Was it

usel
a matter

reliable and ty. but sales
or somethi fitore fundarnental?

ind,s out

Did tbe Sunbeam Alpine of
.,,the,,. ies,.deserve,fu 59,.'.,.',
'ov"erghadowd by its rivals?
Why':is it that less than

,70,00$,eeu's:were built in more
,than'.erght years? ' .':

The Alpine compared well
,'xith.its obvious riVals * the
'MGB'and the Triffiph fR.
It alxrays looked good, Rootes

,,kept:it up.to.date with :,.:.''frequent chahges,'i{ was . . '

solidly built, it was
mechanically simple and it

.',was'Basy to:maintain. ii'r':'i:l

So was there a problem?

,Firstl:q it rrras always a toriih
underpowered and a touch
too heavy - so it never as

'fast,as it looked. Socondl:t'
Rootes lacked a strong dealer
chain in the USA - were the
,cax''hffi to sell wel}'to
succeed.

If only Rootes had
'survi,ved, a$ia group, and.the
Sunbeam marque had stilt
been $rith us, the Alpine
:,might.have,been a more ..

glamorous classic. As it is,
Rootes sold out to Chrysler,

,Ch4ysler sold out to Peugeot,
Peugeot dabbled with
'Tal6ot', which came and
went, and all vestiges of
'heritage' were losd.

Today, the Alpine's
reputatiion is orily kept alive
by fte;enthu'Siasts who own
the surviving cars. Even
though some parts are now
difficult to find, the cars are
among the best (and the most
eollectable) of the Sixties
Rootes machines.

Rootes, like Standard-Tliumph,
wanted to sell sports cars to the States
in the Fifties, but took years to get it
right. The original Alpine of 1953-55
was not a success, but the company was
determined to try again.

When Rootes conceived a new
medium-sized model range for the late
Fifties, every possibility was covered.
From one basic design, there was to be
a mass production saloon (Hillman
Minx), an upmarket version of it (the
Singer Gazelle) a sports saloon (the
Sunbeam Rapier), and a load-carrying
estate (the Hillman Husky). Later, as a
development of all these types, there
was to be a two-seater sports car - the
Sunbeam Alpine.

The Alpine, therefore, was a
monocoque sports car on a 7ft 2in
wheelbase, with coil spring independent
front suspension and leaf springs
supporting the rear beam axle. The first
cars had 1.5 litres and 78bhp, but in the
end this had improved to 1.7 litres/92bhp.

There was a choice of open or hard-
top motoring, an overdrive option and
(for a brief period) automatic
transmission as well). As the years
passed, the weight crept up a little.

The Alpine was launched in 1959 and
was originally assembled bv Armstrong
Siddeley in CoventrSz In basic terms it
combined the short-wheelbase floorpan
of the Hillman Husky, the running gear
of the Sunbeam Rapier, and a strikingllz
styled shell in open tourer or hard-top
form.

From .l962 
assemblv moved to Rvton-

on-Dunsmore. and rn the next fevi'lrears
the Alpine matched the improvements
given to the Rapier. step b1, step. Like
its main rivals. it sold best of all in the
USA. but according to Rootes'new
owners, Chrvsler, it was never profitable.

The Tiger. ofcourse. was developed
from the Alpine. with a Ford USA V8
engine and final assemblv bv Jense
Wesl Bromwich.

Model history
Between 1959 and January 1968 five
different types of Alpine were produced.
The original type (Series I) was built for
only 15 months, and offered a four-speed
gearbox with a 'crash' first gear,
prominent rear fins and a top speed of
nearly 100mph.

The Series II (1960 to eariv 1963) had
an enlarged, 1.6litre engine. didn't seem
to be an1'faster than before and looked
the same as the original model. Assemblv
was moved from Parkside to Ryton
during this period.

The Series III was onllr built for a
year (1963 and the first weeks of 1964).
The maior advance was in trim and
equipment; there was a separate 'GT'
version with permanent hard-top and
less powerful engine. and all cars no
had twin fuel tanks to help increase
stowage space in the boot.

The Series IV was built in 1964 and
until the summer of l965. still vuith a
.l .6-litre engine hut r:r.'ith a new all-

ag

!-lpine S*ies I on its original The Motor road te.st.. The aar's styling uns the u,orh of
Kenneth Houes, an Englishman u:ho had preoiousl!' been utorhing in the trSA

rrii#.1lHrr rlir'rii
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With or without?
Alpine ouners seem
to be d.ioided. intn
thase who looe the
fins of the early cars
(SIII below), and
those who don't
(finless SIV risht)
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Aborre, Sixtiee elnthing and colour cast, but
waa thispicturc cellingto wotnen or tn men?
Series V co"re (abow and far l.eft) lost the
hinged, steel panels which folded. ouer the
lowercd. eoft-np on ear lier cars -j ust v isib le
on the Series III, left

synchromesh gearbox from late 1964.
There were two major innovations - one
was that the rear fins had been cropped
back, the other was that there was an
automatic transmission option.

Finally, the Series V arrived in the
autumn of 1965, complete with the new
five-bearing 1.7-litre engine, but without
the option of automatic transmission.

The Sunbeam figer was based on the
Series IV Alpine, and was in production
from 1964 to 1967. Harrington
independently converted Series II cars
into Series A (150) and Series B (250

carc) 2+2 coup6s, but they are not
covered in this feature.

Like many other Sixties-style British
sports cars, surviving examples ofthe
Sunbeam Alpine may look supefficially
attractive when you buy them, but
there may be many corrosion and
mechanical wear problems to be solved
before a rebuild is completed.

The good news is that most
mechanical parts are still available, but
the bad news is that body panels (skin
or structural) are virtually obsolete. It
is still possible to rebuild.a badly rotted
Alpine, but you would need to be a
resourceful welder/panel-beater to make
a good job ofit.

Sunbeam Alpine Owners Club
chairman Paul Norton not only runs a
Series V car as regular transport, but is
also restoring a Series II, which needs a
lot of structural surgery. He uses his
Series V to commute from High
Wycombe to Central London, has it
equipped with a tow bar, and regularly
tows up to the vehicle weight around
the country The Series II rebuild, he
hopes, will be complete in time for him
to start this year's Pirelli Marathon. . .

With Paul's help, this is what we
think the potential Alpine owner
should search for.

The Alpine uses a monocoque body/
chassis structure, the underside being
based on that of the Hillman Husky. It
was engineered for Rootes by Pressed
Steel and like many other PSCo designs
of the period, it was riddled with rust
traps. Paul confirms many previous
impressions, and our experience, about
the places where rust may have
attacked the shell.

First of all, you should check that the
shell feels solid, that the doors open
and close without snagging on pillars,
and that the windscreen suround feels
secnre. This will give you a feel for the
general condition. Ifthe doors jam or
don't hang properly, this could be an
indication that the scuttle/bulkhead
from which they hang is rotting away
(or has distorted), or that the floor/sills
have su.ffered badly from rot and may
have started to wilt!

Look at the jacking points, front and
reaq which are under the bumpers and
are welded to the front and rear'chassis
legs'. These may creak badly when

"Rot in the front
bulkhead is usually uery
difficult to eradicatc"

used, or may already have crumbled
away. This symptom, and the fact that
door shut tolerances may disappear
when a car is jacked up, may mean that
the rest of the shell is rotting badly.

Other places to look should be the
sills (there are three pressings involved
- inneq central and outer), the ends of
the cruciform crossmember (in spite of
its bulk, this certainly rots out at the
extremities), and the front hangers/
mounting brackets for the rear leaf
springs.

Rot in the front bulkhead is usually
very difficult to eradicate. Door hinge
mounts on SI/S[ can su-ffer badly
(though on later models, after a
redesign, things improved a lot). On top
ofthis bulkhead, look for signs of
'dimpling' ahead of the windscreen.
Rust has often started following water
ingress under the double skinning in
this part of the shell.

There are serious corrosion
possibilities on the inner wheelarches
at front andrear, particularly behind
the front wheels on what Paul calls the
closing panel, and where the two-piece
inner rear arches are joined together.
Once the inner arches start to rot, of
course, the skin panels are sure to
follow. Not only that, but if either inner
arch lets water through rust holes, this
then fi.nds its way into the sills
themselves, and that can be both
complicated and expensive to repair.

Other'Iook for' points include the
doors themselves, which seem to be rot-
prone just about everywhere, but
especially along the front and bottom
panels, the rear base of the Series III -
V optional hard-tops (but not the earlier
SI/Str hard-tops, which are aluminium),
and the screen surround of Series III -
V models.

The rear of the shell is effectively
jointed to the floor behind and below
the door openings, and this joint is by
no means as strong as the rest ofthe
car; rusting in this area usually means
big expense and major surgery to get
the shell back to its original strength.

Paul's car (the Series II) also sulfered
badly from rotted floor panels, and the
strengthening panels inside the cockpit
also needed remedial work. His
particular car hasn't suffered too much
from rusting around the headlamp
apertures (though this is a well-known
problem). The fact that many Alpines
have oil-Ieaky engines may have helped
preserve the engine bay panels and the
underside ofthe footwells, but check
them in any case. An Alpine, like other
'Series' models, rarely suffers from
terminal rot of structural'chassis legs',
or of the scuttle.

This Rootes engine is solid, reliable,
unexciting - and therefore
straightforward to maintain, restore
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and repair It always had something of a
reputation for leaking oil (rather than
using oil). Most leaks come from the
valvegear inspection cove4 and from
the other various gasket joints - Paul
blames the use of too-thin gaskets for
this problem, for which there is no
obvious permanent cure.

In old age, wear occurs at the
crankshaft thrust bearing (you'll
identify this by dipping the clutch at
idling speeds, when the engine may
stall), but valvegear wear is usually
limited to valve guides, seals and
tappets. In old age engines become
rattly (even the new ones were rather
unrefrned), and in many cases the
carburettors - particularly twin-carb
installations - will be out of adjustrnent.

Paul confirms that many engines
have become non-standard over the
years, mainly because previous owners
may have installed other Rootes parts
(camshafts, for instance) which are not
strictly accurate. The Club, using its
factory-originated parts lists, can advise
on all such details.

The frve-bearing l,725cc engines are
smoothest of all, but all types should be
good for well over 100,000 miles without
major work being needed if they are
properly serviced, Paul's own road car
has completed 160,000 miles without a
rebore or a crankshaft regrind, though
it has had a piston change.

The aluminium cylinder heads may
have corroded internally if previous
owners have not always used properly
inhibited coolant, but later-type heads
from Rapiers or Hunters are freely
available, with one minor extra
machining operation.

All types of replacement carburettor
are available from specialists - Burlen
Services of Salisbury know all about
these.

There are two different types ofgearbox
- from late 19&l an all-synchromesh
type was standardised - and several
different sets ofinternal ratios. The
available literature makes this clear;
many Alpines have been rendered non-
standard over the years, merely to keep
them going.

Both types are ruggedly simple
desigrrs, and should retain their
relatively precise change into old age.
Naturally the synchromesh wears out
after many years, but complete rebuilds
are available though the Club, or from
specialists like the Berkshire Alpine
Centre.

Most (but not all) Alpines have
Laycock overdrives. As they get old,
many ofthese stop working, but unless
the actural oil inside is frlthy (and has
clogged up th control mechanisms and
valves), most of the problems are
electrical - particularly failed solenoids.
Once again, rebuilds are possible, but
not by DIY enthusiasts unless they
have tackled such a job previously!

Oil leaks may be present between
gearbox and overdrive - if a tota]
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restoration is being tackled it is
certainly worth renewing all the
appropriate gaskets and seals, and of
course treating the transmission to a
thorough clean out, and refilling with
frestr oil.

There should be no problem with
axles, but do be sure that the correct
ratio is still installed. In the Seventies,
when the Alpine's reputation was in a
trough, some owners were not too
careful about originality. . .

The front crossmember is a massive
pressing, and should rarely need more
than a clean and a repaint, to bring it
back to 'as-new'. The front suspension
itself may be suffering from badly worn
ball-joints at the top. and bottom ofthe
vertical links, but replacements are
available. Bearings, pivots and bushes
in the wishbones seem to last very well
- but early types needed regular
lubrication - your handbook will give
details, and of recommended lubricants.
From SII virtually all greasing points

were eliminated.
Front dampers, though small in size,

seem to keep their settings for long
periods, though these were always quite
soft. The easy way to make an Alpine
handle better (at a loss of ride comfort)
is to up-rate the dampers with stiffer
settings, and to increase the anti-roll
bar diameter

At the rea4 check that the rear
springs have not sagged. Ideally these
should be flat, or slightly convex, when
the car is unladen - the settings frgures
are published in the manuals. Rear
dampers on SI/S[ cars are lever-arm
types, which may need rebuilding or
renewing. Later models have telescopic
dampers, which seem to do a better
long-term job.

The steering box will certainly have
worn over the years, but this
recirculating type can be rebuilt and
new boxes can still be found (but
they're not cheap). As with the
suspension, most wear comes in the
ball-joints of the linkage, but
replacements are available. On earlier
Alpine models it is important to

Right, intcrior trim
and, equipment
leuels impruxd
throughthc Alphw'e
life. Thia is the
cabin's final form
in the Seri.ee V
Abow, tlrc single,
ampundclwhc
Solix carb tnhthe
placeoftwinZeniths
on latcr 1963 Series
III cars, but is the
woret oftha carb
options ueed.



Abotc, Sixties clothing and colaur caet, but
was thie picturc selling to women or ta men?
Seriee V care (abotp and far lcft) lost the
hinged. steel panell which folded otter the
I owZrcd s oft -:tap on e ar li e r c ars - j ust u i e ib le
on the Seriea III, left

synchromesh gearbox from late 1964.
There were two major innovations - one
was that the rear frns had been cropped
back, the other was that there was an
automatic transmission option.

Finally, the Series V arrived in the
autumn of 1965, complete with the new
five-bearing l.7-litre engine, but without
the option of automatic transmission.

The Sunbeam figer was based on the
Series IV Alpine, and was in production
from 1964 to 1967. Harrington
independently converted Series II cars
into Series A (150) and Series B (250

cars) 2+2 coup6s, but they are not
covered in this feature.

Like many other Sixties-style British
sports cars, surviving examples ofthe
Sunbeam Alpine may looh superficially
attractive when you buy them, but
there may be many corrosion and
mechanical wear problems to be solved
before a rebuild is completed.

The good news is that most
mechanical parts are still available, but
the bad news is that body panels (skin
or structural) are virtually obsolete. It
is still possible to rebuild g badly rotted
Alpine, but you would need to be a
resourceful welder/panel-beater to make
a good job ofit.

Sunbeam Alpine Owners Club
chairman Paul Norton not only runs a
Series V car as regular transport, but is
also restoring a Series II, which needs a
lot ofstructural surgery He uses his
Series V to commute from High
Wycombe to Central London, has it
equipped with a tow bar, and regularly
tows up to the vehicle weight around
the country The Series II rebuild, he
hopes, will be complete in time for him
to start this year's Pirelli Marathon. . .

With Paul's help, this is what we
think the potential Alpine owner
should seareh for.

The Alpine uses a monocoque bodY/
chassis structure, the underside being
based on that of the Hillman Husky. It
was engineered for Rootes by Pressed
Steel and like many other PSCo designs
of the period, it was riddled with rust
traps. Paul confirms many previous
impressions, and our experience, about
the places where rust may have
attacked the shell.

First of all, you should check that the
shell feels solid, that the doors open
and close without snagging on pillars,
and that the windscreen surround feels
secure. This will give you a feel for the
general condition. Ifthe doors jam or
don't hang properly, this could be an
indication that the scuttle/bulkhead
from which they hang is rotting away
(or has distorted), or that the floor/sills
have suffered badly from rot and may
have started to wilt!

Look at the jacking points, front and
rea4 which are under the bumpers and
are welded to the front and rear'chassis
legs'. These may creak badly when

"Rot in the front
bulkhead is usually wry
difficult to eradicatc"

used, or may already have crumbled
away. This symptom, and the fact that
door shut tolerances may disappear
when a car is jacked up, may mean that
the rest of the shell is rotting badly.

Other places to look should be the
sills (there are three pressings involved
- inne4 central and outer), the ends of
the cruciform crossmember (in spite of
its bulk, this certainly rots out at the
extremities), and the front hangers/
mounting brackets for the rear leaf
springs.

Rot in the front bulkhead is usually
very difficult to eradicate. Door hinge
mounts on SI/SII can suffer badly
(though on later models, after a
redesign, things improved a lot). On top
ofthis bulkhead, look for signs of
'dimpling' ahead of the windscreen.
Rust has oft,en started following water
ingtess under the double skinning in
this part of the shell.

There are serious corrosion
possibilities on the inner wheelarches
at front andrear, particularly behind
the front wheels on what Paul calls the
closing panel, and where the two-piece
inner rear arches are joined together.
Once the inner arches start to rot, of
course, the skin panels are sure to
follow. Not only that, but if either inner
arch lets water through rust holes, this
then finds its way into the sills
themselves, and that can be both
complicated and expensive to repair.

Other'look for'points include the
doors themselves, which seem to be rot-
prone just about everywhere, but
especially along the front and bottom
panels, the rear base of the Series III -
V optional hard-tops (but not the earlier
SI/SII hard-tops, which are aluminium),
and the screen surround of Series III -
V models.

The rear ofthe shell is effectively
jointed to the floor behind and below
the door openings, and this joint is by
no means as strong as the rest ofthe
car; rusting in this area usually means
big expense and major surgery to get
the shell back to its original strength.

Paul's car (the Series II) also suffered
badly from rotted floor panels, and the
strengthening panels inside the cockpit
also needed remedial work. His
particular car hasn't suffered too much
from rusting around the headlamp
apertures (though this is a well-known
problem). The fact that many Alpines
have oil-leaky engines may have helped
preserve the engine bay panels and the
underside ofthe footwells, but check
them in any case. An Alpine, like other
'Series' models, rarely suffers from
terminal rot of structural'chassis legs',
or ofthe scuttle.

This Rootes engine is solid, reliable,
unexciting - and therefore
straightforward to maintain, restore
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recommendations, especially as some
nrpples are well hidden with rhe engine
in place, and with years of gnme
scattered around.

The t'ronr discrrear drum brake
installatron rs srmple, of rts type, and
Girling still stocks seals and
replacement parts tbr chis car. The tront
discs sulfer trom seonng and ndgrng,
whrch means that tront pads wear out
quite persistently, though rear drums
and shoes sccm to last fbr at least
50.000 mrles a [rme. Drscs can be
skrmmed, and exchanged discs are also
available. The drums seem to go on for
ever.

Brake servos (standard on SIII-V
models, optional on earlier types) may
need rebuilding, but service kits are
avarlable trom Grrling. Thrs;ob rs best
Iet't to an exper[, [nerdentally, if there
seems [o be a persrstent loss of brake
tluid and leaks are not obvious, it
might go into the servo chamber itselfl
You'll soon know this when the lluid
then passes into the inlet manifold, gets
burnt by the engine, and produces
v ' te smoke in the exhaust system!

Be lout, f homas Horrington of Houe turned
Series II Alpines inttt more spacious 2 . !
coupes using a glassl'ibre rcof . La4,r Series
B Harringtons lost the tail fins s

The battery lives in a pressed steel box
in the floor behind the seats; this
sometimes rots away, due not only to
rusting but to acid corrosion as well.
Lucas still supplies almost every
replacement part for these cars.
Remember that SV cars had alternators
with separate control boxes, all other
cars are negative-earth types with
dynamos. In later years quite a number
ofearly types have been given
alternators.

Ifyou keep the Alpine as a regularly-
used ca4 the electrics should give little
trouble. Storage, allied to damp getting
into the starter and dynamo, can lead
to all manner of problems.

Instruments are shared with several

other Rootes cars ofthe period-
notably Rapiers and Sceptres - but
when picking up replacement
instruments at auto-jumbles, be sure
that the calibrations in rpm/mph are
correct. Not only are there 'overdrive'
and'non-overdrive' ratios on Alpines,
but the ratios on Rapiers and Sceptres
were different againl

There are no factory interior trim
items available, but various replica
parts are on the market. The Club will
advise. One big problem with Alpines is
that interiors have often got thoroughly
wet, not only because they may have
been run without soft-tops or hard-tops,
but because corrosion has allowed
water in at the front and rear
bulkheads, and through the floor
panels.

Soft-tops are readily available, but
Paul's opinion is that some of these
tend to be soft across the roof. and that
some have non-original textures. 6

TWIN OtrN.ONAU6HT
ZENIIN CAiSUREITORS

FROM FOUX WEIOEO

.rt6oue, The Autocar cutanD@y of the Alpine
SI. The fuel tanh and, spurc utheel cut into
the boot space - this was improved. by
using twin tanks from SIII on

WSHBONE SUsPENSIOII

IELEICOPT< OAM?E(s

Belout andtop, theperntanent hord.-tnp GT
version of the Alpine was detuned but
more plushly trimmed. These are the PR
shots of the Series IV from January 1964
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